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Abstract: An interactive software system for decentralised rural te
lephone network planning has been developed at the DepartmentofElec
trical Eng.Science of the University of Coimbra under a contract of 
cooperation with the Research Centre of the portuguese Telecom Admi
nistration. The paper describes the features of the planning metho
dology together with an example of application. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

In general the planning of telecommunication networks is a difficult task -- as 
a result of the large number of factors involved and their interdependency 
requiring :sophisticated mathematical tools and powerful computational means.Ho
wever for rural telephone networks and due to their smaller dimension and 
special Characteristics it is possible to develop computer tools for decision 
aiding based on microcomputers and incorporating the capacity of dialogue with 
the decision make~ [2]. . 

2. CHARACTERISATION OF THE PROBLEM 

A . rural ne·tv/ork is characterised by a low subscriber density, a low 
average traffic per subscriber line and by the geographical discontinuityofthe 
population agglomerates. 'In general the traffic is . ~ainly directed towards the 
administrative and 'economical centre of the area. 

Due to the sparsity in the subscribers distribution the "weight" of the subs
cribers lines is very important in terms of network cost, leading to a ratio 
between the costs of the transmission and switching equipments higher than for 
urban networks. 

In general the rural network (static) p~oblem consists in obtaining (for a gi
ven geographical area and a given demand forecast for the planning period) the 
·structure 'of the network (number and location of exchanges as well as service 
areas) and determining the type and amount of equipment necessary for guarante
eing a compromiSe between cost minimisation and quality of service criteria. , 

As for the representation of the network we should take into account that in
corporating in the model all its characteristics and peculiarities leads to a 

·higher realiability in the results at the cost of an increased complexity of 
the model. Due to the diversity of the rural networks that we may encounter the 
consideration of a very high number of peculiarities may lead to the reduction 
of the model's applicability. In such cases it may be preferable to use heu
ristic type methods which are more simple and flexible and which easily enable 
to incorporate the decision 'agent experience in the planning process. On the 

.otherharidthe character.istics. ofthe rural net\'lorks .make it advi.sable the use· 
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of a decentra 1 i sed deci sion process recur.rjng .. toa._.computi.ng . system ._" pr..~v.jousJy, 
developed. The rural network planning process requires then, in our opinion, 
the adoption of algorithms and representation models which are flexible and easy 
to adapt to decentral ised· . .and interactive planning"trying not to sacrify the 
rigour of the method. 

3. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL 

3.1 Nomeclature for the rural network 

A ru~al network, as well as any local network comprises the subscribers lines 
equipments, the junction circuits, the switching equipments (exchanqes and so
metimes concentrators) and eventually digital multiplexes. 

Is this study we have adopted the nomeclature of the portuguese operator for the 
local network. This includes the following functional elements (see fig. 1): 
l ocal excharige~service area~ subscriber line~ distribution point ("PO" - point 
of the network where the local cables are split into pairs of circuits destina
ted to a group of subscri bers), junction ci'rcuits~ primarycentre~ " par.tit~ori 
point (equipment located on a point of the cable network which allows the con
nection of any incoming pair to any outgoing pair; the partition points may 
be consi dered as primary or 'secondary and they are used for enab1 i ng a more f1 e-' 
xible and economical management of the cable network), main cable, distribution 
cable and concentrato·r. 

dist.ribution cables 

exchange .-------_/' .. '-----~ 
/ PD \ 

l--_m_a_in_c_a_b_lp.~D~ ___ --ID t 1:Y 

partition points 

(primary) (secondary) / 
_---~.-J V 

subscribtlr lintl 

FIGURE 1 
Nomeclature for the local network 

3.2 Outline of the Model 

The interactive computational procedure may be divided in four phases . . ln what 
follows a subscriber will be designated by the symbol "pp" 

Phase I: Taking as basis the existing network, the demand estimate .for the 
"target" year {probable "pp") and the subscri'bers tenninals for the .near future 
(pending "pp"l the user.constr~cts~on ~he co~puter screen an approxlmate repre
sentation of the subscrlbers dlstrlbu~1~n WhlCh mu~t be .ser~ed b~ ,.the network 
(example in fig. 2}. In otder to facll~tate ~he.vlsuallsatl0n lry more dense 
i'ones we may assign a "weight" (number ~f s~bscrlbers) to eac:h P?1~t 0\, s~ch 
zones. In this phase the user has at 'hlS Ql~posal four partlal wlndows whlch 
represent adequate subdivisions of the plannlng area. 
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Beyond the subscribers distribution the user must represent all the relevant 
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FIGURE 2 
Representation of the subscribers distribution on a partial "window". 

information regarding the existing network (distribution and partition points, 
cross-connect;onpoints, switching centres and concentrators). 

Each type of "point" in the representation of the network may be inserted with 
the cursor by previously selecting the corresponding item in a 'pull-down menu' 
(see section 4)..' 

Phase II~· The subscribers are aggregated (according to pre-defi,ned criteria 
and/or decisions made by the 'user) in zones of distribution points ("PO"), ser
ving groups of subscribers. Once 'a closed region has been defined on the screen 
the program calculates the number and location of "POS" necessary ,for serving 
the "pp" 'within that region (ex. 'in fig '. 3). 

Phase III; The IPD's" are aggregated in 'elementary demand zones', in a way 
analogous to the one described in phase 11. Each of these demand zones corres
ponds to a point designated as centre of demand (see fig. 4) placed on the 
centre ofgravi'ty of the zone,whose 'weight" represents the total number of 
associated subscribers. 

The whole interactive process of representation of the demand ends when the user 
,considers that 'that the 'nodes obtained after phase III (which may include local 
exchanges, partition points, cross-connections points and concentrators,as well 
as centres of 'demand), reflects, 'the topological , and physical. .cond,itions of t ,he 
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Aggregation of subscribers in "POIS" regions. 

network. Note that the program is conceived as a 'network editor ' , including 
functions for deleting points (of any type) previously introduced. 

Finally the user must also represent the transmission means (which must in.prac
tice approximat~ly follow the roads or paths in order to reducethe.installation 
and maintenance costs) by joining the nodes of the network . representa~ion and 
by introducing in the program the needed characteristics of the possible edges. 
At this stage of the process a final graph is represented in a 'global window' 
which condenses (according to the mentioned procedures) the information contai
ned in the auxiliary "windows". 

Phase IV: An heuristic algorithm (reviewed in the next paragraph) is then 
applied to the final graph (representative of the network) which intends to op
timise the number of exchanges,their ~ locations, the service areas and the re-

'quired transmission means capacities. 

3.3 Algorithm 

.From economical considerations it may be concluded that the network for a rural 
area has almost alwpys a tree structure. This makes attractive the utilisation 
of an algorithm whose prinCiple is well known and is described below. 

The heuristic algorithm may be formalised by the following steps: 

Step (0) - An iriitial number of exchanges (usually the number of existing ex
' changes) is considered, as specified by the decision agent. 

Step C£) .-:- Each node i.s connected to a .switching centr.e .accord.ing to the .crite-
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RRER 1 
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FIGURE 4 

Calculation of the centres of demand 

rion of minimal distance and taking into account the restrictions introduced by 
the user. As a result a first definition of the service area is obtained. In 
this s'tage the Dijsktra algorithm [4'] for determining shortest paths is used. 

Step Cii) ' - Each exchange whose location was not previously fixed by the deci
sion agent is relocated within its servie area previously determined. Every 
possible relocation is tested and adopted if it leads to a lower value for the 
objective 'function (total cost 'of the network). 

Step (iii) - From the new configuration' of t'he network the service areas are 
rearranged by evaluating (in terms of the resulting value for the cost function) 
the possible advantage of connecting ea~h node to another exchange. 

Step (iv) - The two phases of the process just described are then repeated ite~ 
ratively until a situation is achieved where no relocation of the exchanges and 
no redefinition of the service areas leads to a lower total cost, for a given 
number of exchanges. With this procedure we seek to obtain several sub-optimal 
soluti'ons whose cost is presented in terms of its, "present value". , 

Step Cv) - A new exchange is added and the process is repeated from (i) until 
all the possible configurations for a number of exchanges between the minimum 
and the maximum have been calculated. . 

It is important to note that the interactivity of the program means, .in this 
context, that the user is allowed to sp,ecify (before running the algorithm): 

the points where an exchange must be located in any solution 
the points where in all solutions no exchanges are allowed to be located. 
the sets of points which, must be connected , to a particular· exchange in every 
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FIGURE 5 
Graph representing the whole feasible network and the resulting solution 

(heavy lines). 
solution. 

Fig. 5 shows the resulting solution(foy two exchanges) from the algorithm for a 
network - example whose representativE graph is . also in fig.5. Relevant 
information regarding the solutions (namely required switching and transmission 
capacities for each element of the network and the corresponding partiru costs 
and total costs) are stored in auxiliary files. 

Still note that the junction network has also to be computed and its cost must 
be added to the subscribers network cost. For this purpose the number of junc
tions between exchanges (no alternative routing is provided)is calculated as a 
function of the traffic offered by simple i'nversion of the Erlang-B formula {for 
ex. see [5])for the prescribed grade of service. 

4. MAIN FEATURES OF THE ~ROGRAM 

The program is written in Pascal and is implemented in a Macintosh 11 microcom
puter. This choice resulted from the interactive and graphical capabilities of 
this microcomputer and the fact of being easy to use by persons with very low 
background in computers. As far as possible the proposals for the network evo
lution resulting from the program are displayed in graphical form in order to 
allow a quick visualisation of each solution. 

Before initiating the studv of a given problem, the program activates a tlialogue 
box' of the type referred in [3]. The user must then indicat~ the durat~on of 
the planning period, the admitted ·rate of discount and the flles where lnforma-
tion on the equipments costs is stored (transmission means and exchanges). When 
introducing exchanges or transmission mear'lS during the various phases of network 
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editing the user furnishes the relevant information to the program via dialogue 
boxes which are automatically activated. 

The program is organi sed arouna 'menus' r31 where each. i tern corresponds to a 
spe:ific action whic~ is either immediatiTy implemented (for example selecting 
a wlndow or calcu1atlng the location of a centre of demand) or activated by 
clicking the 'mouse' on the screen (for :examp1e placing a "pp" on a given piont~ 

The main 'menus' for controlling the program are the fo1lowing: "POINT" (this 
enables to place or 'eliminate different kinds bf points directly on the screen, 
namely "pps", distribution points, partition points, centres of demand, exchan
ges, cross connection points); "AREAS" (for activating the different 'windows' 
,and calcul.ating the "PDs", the centres of demand and partition pbints); INFOR
MATION"(for drawing the edges of the final graph, choosing the weight , for the 
different points and displaying various type of information regarding the nodes 
and edges of the graph); "SEARCH" (this activates the algorithm and shows the 
sucessive solutions of the iteration); "CONSTRAINT" (this enables to introduce 
various type of constraints on the nodes of the graph as previously mentioned). 

Further details may be found in [6J. 

,5. CONCLUSIONS 

An interactive computational system for rural network planning has been presen
ted whose main atractions seem to be: the possibility of making the most of the 
decision agent experience; adequation to decentralised network planning; flexi
bility and computational efficiency; easy to use by persons with very little 
background in computers. In this package conventional algorithmic tools were 
used. However special emphasis has been placed on the graphical interactivity 
with the decision maker. This is probably the main inovative feature of this 
work. 

The model here presented is a static planning tool. The development of this 
work will be 'directed towards its integration in a algorithm for 'aiding to op

' ti~ise the topological evolution of the network and the expansion of the cable 
network,by introducing dynamic programming and other decision aiding techniques. 
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